Horizonte, Minas Gerais, Brazil (e-mail: rcjunior.bh@terra.com.br); LUCAS GRANDINETTI, Limiar Engenharia Ambiental, Avenida Luís Paulo Franco, n. 651/9° andar, Belvedere, CEP 30320-570, Belo Horizonte, Minas Gerais, Brazil (e-mail: grandinetti@terra.com.br); MICHELLE DRUMOND RÔCHA, Rua Salinas, n. 2.410, Santa Tereza, CEP 31015-190, Belo Horizonte, Minas Gerais, Brazil (e-mail: mixcabr@gmail.com); VIVIANE AMÉLIA FURTADO CALIXTO, Rua Curupaiti, n. 751, Padre Eustáquio, CEP 31730-130, Belo Horizonte, Minas Gerais, Brazil (e-mail: vivitscalixto@yahoo.com.br); and LEO- 
NARDO LOPES MACHADO, Rua Paquetá, n. 1068, Giovannini, CEP 35170-094, Coronel Fabriciano, Minas Gerais, Brazil (e-mail: leomachado@yahoo.com.br).

**TESTUDINES – TURTLES**

**CHRYSEMYX PICTA** (Painted Turtle). USA: NEBRASKA: FUR- 
NAS CO.: 0.3 km W, 5.0 km S Oxford (40.207183°N, 99.63923°W; 
NAD 83). 27 June 2009. Keith Geluso and Owen J. Johnson. Veri-
fied by Curtis J. Schmidt, Sternberg Museum of Natural History, 
Hays, Kansas (MHP 14675). New county record. Known from 
adjacent Red Willow County to the west (Lynch 1985. Trans. 

Submitted by KEITH GELUSO (e-mail: gelusok1@unk.edu) and 
OWEN J. JOHNSON, Department of Biology, University of Nebras-
ka–Kearney, Kearney, Nebraska 68849, USA.

**CUORA AMBOINENSIS KAMAROMA** (Malayan Box Turtle). 
PHILIPPINES: BALABAC: Barangays: Agutayan, Catagupa- 
nan, Melville, Indalawan, and Salang; rice paddies near Basak 
Creek, Timbangan, Saray, Lagdong, Busay, and Baaoong Creek. February 
vouchers (CAS-HPV 48–54). Verified by Hallie Brignall. First 
records for Balabac (Diesmos et al. 2008. Chelonia Conserv. 
Biol. 7:157–177). One adult observed at rice paddies near Basak 
Creek, two adults at Timbangan Creek, one adult at Saray Creek, 
one adult in Lagdong Creek, three juveniles at Busay Creek, and 
two adults at Baaoong Creek.

Submitted by PIERRE FIDENCI, Endangered Species Inter-
national, 79 Brady St, San Francisco, California 94103, USA; 
e-mail: pfidenci@endangeredspeciesinternational.org.

**GRAPTEMYS GEOGRAPHICA** (Common Map Turtle). USA: 
INDIANA: LAWRENCE CO.: Buddha Bypass Bridge south of Buddha 
Peter V. Lindeman. Verified by John B. Iverson, Florida Museum 
of Natural History Herpetology Dept. photographic archive (UF 
of Indiana, 2nd ed. Indiana Academy of Science, Indianapolis. 404 
pp.). Basking adult female.

Submitted by PETER V. LINDEMAN, Department of Biology 
and Health Services, 150 Cooper Hall, Edinboro University of 
Pennsylvania, Edinboro, Pennsylvania 16444, USA; e-mail: plindeman@edinboro.edu.

**GRAPTEMYS GIBBONSI** (Pascagoula Map Turtle). USA: MIS-
SIPPIPI: PIKE CO.: Bogue Chitto River, 50 m upstream of Route 
98 bridges (31.1773722°N, 90.2795194°W; no datum available).

Herpetology Dept. photographic archive (UF 153478). Verified 
by Will Selman. New county record (Cliburn 1971. J. Mississippi 
Acad. Sci. 16:16–19), extending known range in the Bogue Chitto 
upstream by ca. 10 river km. Basking juvenile.

Submitted by PETER V. LINDEMAN, Department of Biology and 
Health Services, 150 Cooper Hall, Edinboro University of 
Pennsylvania, Edinboro, Pennsylvania 16444, USA; e-mail: plindeman@edinboro.edu.

**GRAPTEMYS OUACHITENSIS** (Ouachita Map Turtle). USA: 
INDIANA: LAWRENCE CO.: Buddha Bypass Bridge south of Buddha 
Peter V. Lindeman. Verified by John B. Iverson. Florida Museum 
of Natural History Herpetology Dept. photographic archive (UF 
Native to Indiana, 2nd ed. Indiana Academy of Science, Indianapolis. 404 
pp.). Basking adult female.

Submitted by PETER V. LINDEMAN, Department of Biology and 
Health Services, 150 Cooper Hall, Edinboro University of 
Pennsylvania, Edinboro, Pennsylvania 16444, USA; e-mail: plindeman@edinboro.edu.

**GRAPTEMYS OUACHITENSIS** (Ouachita Map Turtle). USA: 
MINNESOTA: DAKOTA CO.: Pool 2 of the Mississippi River at 
approximately river mile 827 (44.8127°N, 093.009118°W; 
Kenneth Kozak and Amy Luxbacher. James Ford Bell Museum 
(photographic vouchers JFBM P317–P319). New county record 
(Oldfield and Moriarty 1994. Amphibians and Reptiles Native to 
Minnesota. University of Minnesota Press, Minneapolis. 233 pp.). 
Three individuals observed in slough and on adjacent mound in 
protected area bordering Pool 2. Northernmost known occurrence 
on Mississippi River. Species may have reoccupied Pool 2 follow-
ing water quality improvements in recent decades.

Submitted by RICHARD MCCARTHY, Macalester 
College Ordway Natural History Study Area, 9950 Inver Grove 
Trail, Inver Grove Heights, Minnesota 55076, USA; e-mail: 
rmccarth@macalester.edu.

**SQUAMATA – LIZARDS**

**ACRATOSAURA MENTALIS** (NCN). BRAZIL: RIO GRANDE 
DO NORTE: Municipality of Tenente Laurentino Cruz, Serra Nova 
(06.109°S, 36.719°W; datum WGS84; elev. 704 m). 24 October 
2009. M. Gogliath. Coleção Herpetológica do Departamento de 
Botânica, Ecologia e Zoologia, Universidade Federal do Rio 
Verified by M. T. Rodrigues. First record in the state of Rio Grande 
do Norte, and extends the known geographical distribution of this 
species ca. 135 km N from the nearest record in the municipalities 
of São José dos Cordeiros/Sumé (Reserva Particular do Patrimônio 

São José dos Cordeiros/Sumé (Reserva Particular do Patrimônio 
Natural Fazenda Almas) (07.471°S, 36.881°W)